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So the repeated 24/7 Topic's,dialog set's and phraes were used to provoke and keep reinforced hate dissemnation "the cultivation of hate because tehy were
used to constantley provoke the memorie's of teh torture and that this woman was constantley being hararssed by them,combine this with the street theaters
everywheir she went-and other sensistization schemes they developed after the tiome periods Torture,They also sensitized this woman to their deliberate
association between them and the landlord,his son,and other GanGstalkers who rented apartments adjacent to this woman-They were in her face and life
everywheir she went.24/7-So she tightened the noose in reference to the effects triggering the Response, they kept trying to trigger, and reinforce, to these
harrassment campaighns that were directley tied to the initial response to the torture --its called double binding in Psychology-and when they seen she wasnt
being triggered they created Homelessness by delaying the Mail for/every month-which they did to create anxiety state's-"Mail being the Rent-they fear
conditioned her into beliveing they were goin to steal her rent,and she'd have to move as a result and when they seen that she whould not be triigered to this
added actic to the harrassment campaighns they delayed it indefinitley up to this date,because THEY knew it had already been associated to the Landlord
and property owner and the target that the Landlord and property owner wheir infused with this harrassment campaighn,Think about it, how could coordinated
renting of Apartments around,and below the target be acheived with out their cooperation,so as a result of this and other association that were deliberatley
formed between the GanGStalkers and teh Landlord concerning the Target she knew that they could easily just lie and Re-lie when needed about this never
deliverd Rent-sya they got it wait until Octobers rent is paid/then say we discovered it was a acoounting error and we didnt receive rent in September and
when the difference isnt covered then Eviction is created Legally-.Also- Police Reports were fiiled concerning them breakng into her Apartment in July and
August 2010-and the target caught the landlord lying twice that Rent was deliverd and him giving her a Flimsey peiece of paper showing that they did recieve
it in September-which could be then explained that it was
a mistake "after October rent is paid and that we didnt discover it until after they picked up Octobers rent-them then getting away with 2 months rent and
createing legal eviction.Also REMEMBER Track and Confirm shows it was never deliverd why and wheir is it today as of October 28-2010 almost 55 days
later-This was about createing Homelessness and while also creating the WANTING OF THE TARGET TO JUST GET UP AND LEAVE AFTER the Anxiety
Chasing events of chasing down the return receipt every single month the Fear Conditioning of are they going to steal my rent this month "See they kept
delaying it every month and sending her eveiction notice's they did this in June- and August and Finally delaying it permantley in Septemeber,Why because
the effects of the 24/7 harrassment campaighns were not triggreing the conditioned response and they knew the target put up additional solid obstacle's to the
efefcts triggering the conditioned response so they had no other choice-but to actually create the Homelessness-Also
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